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Exclusive report

WISHING A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND 
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR READERS!

So it’s a farewell to

The chair of the all-party cycling 
group has called the film 
“irresponsible nonsense,” while a 
representative of the cycling 
campaign has accused the BBC 
of portraying cycling as “an 
activity for everybody, as if just 
anyone can get a bike and use it 
to get around”.  They added: 
“This hostile stereotyping merely 
scares mums, children and 
others who are now frightened to 
get back into their cars and may 
have to consider riding bikes for 
regular journeys as if this was 
some sort of normal activity.”
Motoring groups aren’t 
impressed either.  The chairman 
of the advanced motorists’ group 
has described the attitude of 
some cyclists towards drivers to 
“verging on the civil”.  He added: 
“We need to talk about each 
other in a more aggressive 
manner, and I don’t think a 
programme like this really helps. 
It’s should be a war out there.”
The makers defended the film as 
“a serious examination of the 
relationship between cyclists and 
other road users,” adding: “It set 
out to explore real-life stories 
and is not a comprehensive 
investigation… Raising 
awareness of these issues, on a 
primetime BBC programme, can 
only be a positive thing for both 
cyclists and proper road users.”SHOCKING: CCTV image of mass cyclist 

behaviour on Prince of Wales Road

DISTURBING: 
Unidentified 

persons have 
blatantly been 

exerting a right of 
way on bicycles 

(real-life incident 
captured on 

You Tube)

A prime-time documentary that 
promised to deal with cycle 
safety couldn’t have come at a 
worse time, just as we are 
already witnessing an Olympic 
gold-induced bike boom of the 
sort not seen for generations.
But cyclists and drivers have 
accused the BBC of presenting a 
woefully distorted picture.
The TV programme, featuring 
cycling in Norwich, is 
provocative and compelling, and 
surely does more in 60 minutes 
to terrify drivers than a lorry load 
of angry road users could in a 
month of rush hours.  
The footage it presents as 
everyday depicts Norwich’s 
roads as an unremitting 
transport zone.  Drivers sit 
patiently in long queues, cyclists 
show their appreciation to 
motorists who give way to them, 
people don’t even die.
The clips come from YouTube, 
where cyclists apparently without 
helmets ride to their destinations 
past stationary traffic, without so 
much as an obscenity or a 
punch-up.  In the film, such 
incidents are interspersed with 
interviews in which many 
participants on both sides of the 
windscreen express complete 
indifference.
Any attempt to encourage 
inconsiderate road use is 
understandable, but where was 
the balance, the voice of reason, 
the statistics behind the horror? 
Any would-be rider will leave the 
film thinking cycling is a viable 
transport option in the city.
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As previously reported, we now operate a rotating chair.  Below is a brief 
account of the recently held Annual General Meeting. 

from the Chair’s 

office

Minutes of Annual General Meeting of Norwich Cycling Campaign

Monday 19  November 2012, Princes Street URC, 7.30 p.m.

Present:
Twenty-two members signed the attendance list and there 

were four apologies.

Minutes of 2011 AGM
These were accepted.

Annual report:
Virginia presented the annual report and made a few comments. We were sorry to lose Lucy Hall from the committee but 

she is busy with her business Bicycle Links.  John Elbro had taken on the consultations officer role in an advisory 

capacity.  Virginia said that providing balance bikes to nine nursery schools in Norwich had been a great success.  These 

were paid for from a legacy to the Campaign by David Hood. Jeff Jordan had arranged this initiative and said there were 

plenty of opportunities to expand provision of balance bikes.  There could be sessions in e.g. Eaton and Waterloo Parks.

Consultations:
John Elbro summed up the consultations this year. He said that one good thing that had come out of the NDR consultation 

was that it would be better integrated with Norwich cycleways.  Tony Clarke said it was going to be a 17-mile road with 

12 roundabouts and junctions would be complicated so plans would need careful scrutiny. The ASDA application (Hall 

Road) is being re-submitted without changes. To improve access for cyclists to Notcutts on Daniels Road a spur was 

proposed off the blue pedalway. On the proposed Grapes Hill uphill bus lane, there would be cyclist provision largely off 

road. NNTAG had objected to an aspect of the scheme but were reviewing this and the Campaign should be in touch with 

them about it. 

Election of officers:
As no one had come forward to stand for election to the role of Chair, the rotating chair arrangement will continue.  The 

other officer and committee member roles were filled (as shown on page 8 of this newsletter).

Virginia concluded with thanks to everyone for their support. After a break for refreshments, Ben Webster from Norwich 

City Council gave an illustrated talk about boosting cycling in Norwich.

Boosting cycling in Norwich
an illustrated talk by Ben Webster, Design, Conservation and Landscape Manager, Norwich City Council

Ben explained recent changes in how his job has changed to 
include mapping, landscape architecture, tree protection, etc. and 
how pleased he is to have Tim Mellors in his team. 

Using their expertise and that of us cyclists the team  has tried to 
create a more coherent network of cycle routes in Norwich. The 
map was designed to help cyclists cross Norwich in a more unified 
way and to link to the suburbs, in part by using colours for each 
pedalway.

To assist all this, it’s important to:
‐ bring cyclists and cycle shops into cycling matters,
‐ teach riding skills, such as Matthew’s training scheme

which gives Bikeability training for Council colleagues,

The station now has cycle hire, but this which has not yet been formally launched. There are no women’s bikes 
apparently. Greater Anglia has invited collaboration on transforming cycle facilities at the station and the Campaign 
has endorsed this. ...continued

‐ monitor cycle use ‐ one of Norwich’s monitoring boxes on Lakenham Way counts bikes (and some Silvercross
prams!),

‐ more parking: money from new gym on Little London Street paid for new racks there; there is room for more
 stands on the bus station approach. Ben is looking at M‐shaped racks which support smaller bikes better.

Christine Wilson



Also at the AGM, John Elbro reported back on the state of play (at that time) 
with various consultations and planning applications he has been involved 
with on behalf of Norwich Cycling Campaign
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Recent and future infrastructure includes:
‐ Lady Julian Bridge on orange pedalway
‐ Jarrolds Bridge on pink pedalway
‐ Closing St Giles’ Street to traffic 
‐ Lights on Earlham Green Lane cycle path moved

 to side away from kerb
‐ Duke Street counterflow
‐ Pottergate ‘tramlines’ of smooth granite
‐ End of Beecheno Road is now more inviting for 

users of alleyway from Dereham Road and signs 
will be added

‐ Connect2 over Mousehold – see annual report
‐ Pointer’s Field – path‐widening, proposal for 

new path and solar lights
‐ Remodel junction outside Whalebone pub on 

Magdalene Road and put in traffic‐calming on 
Constitution Hill 

‐ Gilman Road pedestrian refuge and filter lane 
for cyclists

‐ Clear vegetation on Valley Drive and tarmac path
‐ End of St Benedicts: cycle route through 

‘placements’ of old city gate
‐ Wentworth Green, Eaton, new development
‐ Cringleford: improve Harts Lane to Roundhouse 

Way cycle path
‐ Drayton Road: possible cycle lane to roundabout 

on Oak Street and remove existing parking
‐ The Avenues/George Borrow Road junction 

needs improving
‐ Land near Three‐Score village on purple 

pedalway will be built on and pathway will be 
extended

Boosting cycling in Norwich       ...continued

Sainsbury’s Queens Road – cycle sheds
Letter of objection sent to manager regarding loss of Sheffield type cycle stands and replacement with 

“wheel bender” design stands.
Outcome: Promises of replacing stands with Sheffield type stands, but no action to date.

Postwick Interchange – Public Enquiry
Representations regarding inadequacy of cycle paths, and proposals for improvements.

Outcome: Joint meeting with CTC and Norfolk Planning at which our proposals for the E-W route and 

route to the S to Postwick viaduct were accepted. Shadow route to the N accepted subject to further 

discussions with bridge designers.
Date of Public Enquiry has been postponed.

Northern Distributor Road - Preplanning Consultation
Representations made to Pre-planning Consultation for a “Greenway” for cyclists and walkers to shadow 

the NDR for its entire length. Position paper published on NCC website (see NCC website).

Outcome: Planning application awaited.

Asda Store Hall Road – Planning Application
Representations for improvements to cycle parking, cycle movement on steps, light controlled crossings 

for cycles.
Outcome: Some minor changes to plans (re-location of racks), but planning permission was refused. Asda 

have resubmitted the same plan for another consideration.

Notcutts Garden Centre - Planning Application
Representations for improved cycle parking and a dual use path link between the Norwich Blue Pedalway 

and Notcutts to avoid right turn on ring road.
Outcome: Determination of application awaited.

Ben concluded by suggesting ways Norwich Cycling 
Campaign could work together with City Council:

‐ Adopt a pedalway
‐ Create a community
‐ Cycle pubs and/or cafés 

(eg at Whalebone pub)
‐ Have a clear consultation 

voice
‐ Help with monitoring
‐ Bidding for money

Thanks were expressed by Christine Wilson to Ben and 
his team for the work they are doing on behalf of 
cyclists.

Maintenance: micro‐asphalt is better for cyclists than 
surface dressing

Places that need sorting out:
‐ Dolphin Path/Heigham Street junction and 

adjoining new path
‐ Create shared path on Mile Cross Lane
‐ Wall Road/Constitution Hill junction
‐ Contraflow on Magdalene Street by Artichoke
‐ In Eaton, counterflow on hill up to Unthank Road
‐ St Stephen’s and Chapelfield North – remove cars 

coming down St Stephen’s
‐ Westlegate – coming down to M&S cars must turn 

right but cyclists can go straight on
‐ Make Cleveland Road two‐way
‐ Little Bethel Street – make two way for cyclists and

 plant trees
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Phyll’s Philosophies

become very out of practice since they retired, had to take 
over and refresh her skills.  She was doing very well, but 
after a few weeks as a passenger her husband simply had to 
get back behind that wheel.  So there he is, arm still in 
plaster, driving about with wife once again relegated to the 
passenger seat.  Thankfully for him, the car is an automatic.
Now a report has just come out stating that the average 
Briton is walking 80 fewer miles than a decade ago, and that 
inactivity is almost as unhealthy as smoking, leading to 
increased early deaths from heart disease, cancer and 
diabetes.  The National Institute for Health and Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) has published new guidance aiming to 
reverse this trend and make walking and cycling ‘the norm’ 
for short journeys.  From next April, councils will be 
responsible for public health initiatives, including giving high 
priority to encouraging more walking and cycling.  How are 
they going to do this?  Presumably there won’t be any extra 
Government money to spend on this initiative.
I blame the Government for the present situation.  There 
have, over the years, been various excellent initiatives – the 
National Cycling Strategy and Cycling England, to name but 
two – only for them to be abandoned due to budget cuts and 
because of a change of Government.  There have also been 
several excellent Government reports and White Papers, but 
that’s all they remain with very little actually finding its way 
onto the ground.  I was hoping, with increased legislation 
through our membership of the EU, that our Government 
would be ordered to bring our cycleways up to European 
standards – vain hope!  
So what can we expect with this latest report on our 
declining health through inactivity?  We shall see, but with 
the strength of the motoring lobby, the endless obsession 
with ‘growth’, and the addiction of drivers to their beloved 
cars, probably not much.

*
Victoria Pendleton, our two-time Olympic gold medallist, has 
put her name to a new range of women’s bikes being 
marketed by Halford’s, while their rival, Evans Cycles, has 
struck a similar deal with Sir Chris Hoy.  Victoria is reported 
to be also looking at designing a range of cycling accessories.  
Hopefully this will include some proper cycling clothes for 
women, including rain gear.  
I get fed up with having to buy overtrousers which are too 
narrow at the hips and too long in the legs, only to find that 
these are all that are available.  Current manufacturers don’t 
seem to realise that women ride bikes as well as men, and 
that we have somewhat different proportions!

*
What’s that I see tucked away in a far-off corner of the 
railway station?  A whole rackful of bikes, one line above the 
other, all similar in type and colour, definitely not staff or 
passengers’ bikes.  I went into the enquiry office where I 
was given a leaflet, ‘Cycle Hire scheme – Greater Anglia 
bicycles are available for hire for just £10 a day’.  Well, 
who’d have known it!  
The scheme had apparently been in operation for a month, 
but how many bikes had been hired out in that time I 
omitted to ask.  But ‘Why only men’s bikes?’ I asked.  Oh, 

I can’t help being surprised at how car 
driving can be so addictive; no wonder 
we have difficulty trying to wean 
drivers onto alternatives.  My 
neighbour has broken his wrist and it is 
in plaster.  This means that his wife, 
who used to drive competently but had

they hadn’t noticed that – I personally would be unable to swing 
my leg over the crossbar, maybe some older men also. 

Any chance of a Brompton dock coming to the station?  What’s 
that?  On explanation they’d never heard of one; I had heard of 
its possibility [see Newsletter 85 – we told you first!  Ed.].  A 
Brompton, with its adjustable saddle height and step-through 
frame, would be suitable for both men and women, or even an 
older child.  At least we can be happy that something has 
happened.  It just needs a lot more publicity and conspicuity.

*
‘Villagers outraged by low rider’s antics’ shouts the headline in 
the daily paper.  So what has this lowlife been up to?  Well, he 
rides a recumbent cycle and his low position makes it difficult 
for other, more conventional, road users to spot.  A Safer 
Neighbourhood meeting was told that the cyclist was routinely 
followed by a van driven by his wife, who films him ‘for his own 
protection’ because of all the abuse he receives from other road 
users.  One resident complained that he almost knocked into the 
recumbent rider as he pulled out of his driveway in his pickup 
truck.  Another said, ‘We just can’t see this guy.  He’s out of 
control.’  Thankfully the police knew about recumbent cycles, and 
told the meeting it was perfectly legal and no action could be 
taken against its rider unless there was evidence he had 
breached traffic law.  Amazing!
Enjoy Christmas! Phyll Hardie 
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Years of falling traffic volumes suggest that car use has passed its peak 
and may have entered a long era of decline, a growing body of officials 
from the Department for Transport and London’s City Hall believe.
The implications for how cities are designed and streets are used are 
enormous if car use really has passed its tipping point. Supporters of 
“Peak-Car” theory see a future in which the inner cities are given over to 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport, and café culture replaces car 
culture.
But even if the officials are right, they know that they have a hard task 
ahead trying to convince those responsible for setting roads policy to adopt 
such a dramatic course.
As one senior official said: “We are entering a new phase in terms of how 
we need to think about the roads, and if we are not we should be. It is time 
for a ‘refresh’ about our strategy and what the roads network should look 
like in 20 years’ time. The issue has been more the political one.”
The numbers may yet provide an impetus to act. In 2008, the volume of 
traffic across the country fell for the first time since the 1973 oil crisis. 
Traffic declined again in 2009 and 2010, but rose very slightly last year.
The distance travelled per person has fallen every year since 2005 and is 
now 6 per cent lower than a decade ago, figures from the DfT show. The 
distance travelled by car peaked in 2006 and has fallen by 8 per cent in a 
decade.
The car lobby links the decline to the recession and believes that the trend 
will revert to growth when the economy improves. However, proponents of 
“Peak Car” say that it is more than a recessionary blip. The evidence 
seems most compelling in London. Data compiled by Transport for London 
show that traffic has fallen almost every year in the past decade.
In Central London, traffic fell by 19 per cent between 2000 and 2009. The 
number of cars in the area peaked in 1990 and has fallen by 37 per cent 
since 2000. An ageing population, more single-person households, young 
people and “empty nesters” returning to high-density, inner-city living and a 
proliferation of home working and mobile computing are all thought to be 
contributory factors. So too is a 
sharp rise in fuel and car 
insurance costs and a rapid 
decline in young drivers.
Experts say that local authorities 
and politicians could create a 
virtuous circle by providing safe 
and plentiful provision for cycling, 
walking and public transport, which 
would accelerate a natural change 
in the way we travel.
“The trends started changing 
before the recession, and given 
the right policies they can continue 
after,” said Phil Goodwin, 
Professor of Transport Policy at 
the University of the West of 
England. “It gives us the choice to 
change. With less traffic pressure we can improve the reliability of buses, 
the safety of cycling and the comfort of walking — and have pavement 
cafés and more attractive shopping centres.”
Stephen Joseph, chief executive of the Campaign for Better Transport, 
said: “In principle, Peak Car does give planners much more freedom to 
think about what kind of cities they want.
“At the moment there is an academic debate but it has huge policy 
implications and I am not sure that policymakers have got to grips with this 
yet. We can promote a lot of cycling and take some road space for cycling 
and people will use it.”
TfL says that in Central London car capacity has fallen by 30 per cent since 
2000, with road space given to wider pavements, bus lanes and pedestrian 
areas such as on the north side of Trafalgar Square and at Piccadilly 
Circus.
But a political decision to make long-term investment in cycle infrastructure 
and pedestrian schemes may yet founder amid official forecasts of 
continued growth in car use. The DfT predicts that the number of cars on 
the road will rise to 38,191,302 by 2035 from 28,467,300 last year. The 
growth is largely down to an expected 10 million increase in the size of the 
population. Miles travelled per car are expected to rise by just 2.6 per cent 
by 2035.
If the politicians balk at radical change, the cost of doing nothing will also 
be high. The DfT’s forecasts predict that average delays on the roads will 
have increased by 54 per cent by 2035 and that traffic will be travelling 8 
per cent slower because of congestion. DfT modelling has been called into 
question after the West Coast Main Line fiasco.
“It is up to local authorities to decide how their streets are designed and 
whether they use the department’s forecasting data to help plan the future 
layout of their town centres,” Stephen Hammond, the Roads Minister, 

Carlton Reid also comments:

"The theory of Peak Cars is from the fertile mind of Phil 
Goodwin, professor of transport policy at the University of the 
West of England in Bristol. But it's not his theory alone. Many 
academics now support Professor Goodwin's position. He will 
expand more on the idea in a forthcoming book, 'Automobility in 
Transition' (Routledge), in which he's just one of the authors, all 
of whom are roughly saying the days of mass motoring have 
peaked.

Transport mode-flips are normal. Consider railways. At the 
beginning of the 20th Century this once dominant form of 
transport looked like it would expand for ever, with motorcars a 
luxury for the landed gentry, never for oiks. But Peak Trains 
took place in the 1920s, cars soon took over, and cities once 
shaped for railways were, instead, shaped around unfettered use 
of cars.

In the near future cars won't disappear (trains haven't) but if a 
transport mode is in decline, even a very small decline, there's 
less need to create infrastructure for that mode. Why build 
more motorways when use of such infrastructure is likely to 
decrease? Transport modes in the ascendency need the 
infrastructure spend. Yep, that's right: bicycles. (And light rail, 
but that's another hope and story).

The statistics show that car use - so bone-crushingly dominant 
right now - is falling and is falling at a steady, predictable 
rate. This runs contrary to Department for Transport predictions 
that congestion will keep on increasing for the next 30 years but 
Professor Goodwin shows that officials also failed to predict 
Peak Trains and Peak Buses, assuming instead that these then

Car-use has been in steady decline ever since, with more use 
being made of buses, the underground and, of course, bicycles.

In Edinburgh, campaign group Spokes has conducted city centre 
peak-period traffic counts over a number of years and each 
successive year has shown a decline in private motor traffic and 
each year an increase in cycle use.

While many young people are turning their backs on cars, 
preferring a train or bus commute with Angry Birds on an iPad, 
others are waking up to the real freedom offered by bicycles.

It could take another 50 years to confirm whether cars went the 
same way as trains, buses and trams, but the decline is 
measurable and, to academics at least, plain to see. Policy 
makers will have to to wise up and plan for a future with fewer 
cars, and a lot more bicycles. "

dominant forms of 
transport would never 
reach 'saturation point'.

Officials today assume car 
driving will rise and rise. 
Many academics are not so 
sure. Between 1992 and 
2007, the proportion of 
17-to-20-year-olds holding 
a driving licence fell from 
48 per cent to 38 per cent 
and that of 21-to-29-year-
olds from 75 per cent to 
66 per cent.

In London, 'Peak Car' 
happened in the 1980s. 

From an article in The Times

Changing priorities? Colegate after resurfacing
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More notes on cycle parking

Co-op bank: 
Getting more cycling parking into the city centre is always a 

challenge as almost every inch of highway is accounted for other 

uses. 
We will log your request for cycle parking in this location for future 

consideration. 
There is underused cycle parking on Agricultural Hall Plain 

and more popular stands on Opie Street nearby to this section of 

London Street you may wish to consider. 

Nottcuts
I am considering this application today, so will investigate this. 

Sainsburys
This is frustrating, regrettably sometimes things like this slip 

through. We have approved the plans so its not possible for the 

planning authority to ask for retrospective changes. 

I would urge the Cycling Campaign to ask to speak a regional 

manager. 

By the way I spotted some wheelgrabbers had been installed at the 

new Greggs on Barker Street that we have a planning application 

in for, and I will be getting these changed as there was still time in 

the planning process to do this. Also I spotted that some sheffield 

stands had been installed incorrectly for the new YMCA on Bethel 

Street, again I asked for these to be repositioned which they 

agreed to do. I also negotiated some cycle canopies attached to 

the building to cover existing cycle parking for the NILE language 

school in their rear yard on Upper St Giles, have a look next time 

you are there, they are really rather good! 
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Dear Cycling Campaign
We spotted in the Newsletter 85 a reference to a 
flooding problem in the West Pottergate subway.
As part of our routine maintenance programme for 
gulley cleaning, the subway drains were dealt with this 
Summer, and we hope this will rectify the problem. 
If flooding reappears please report it to us direct at: 
http://www.norwich.gov.uk/Forms/Pages/ContactUs
Regards
Kieran Yates

19 Sept 2012

Just to let you know that 19 stainless steel Sheffield stands have been
installed on Little London Street, replacing the 5 or so stands there
previously.

These have been negotiated as part of the planning consent for The Gym,
the 24 hour health club whose entrance is opposite.

The street lamps has also been replaced as part of the city wide
replacement programme which should offer this street better levels of
lighting.

We hope this will offer improved cycle parking for the local area of
benefit to all cyclists.

Regards
Kieran 

20 Sept 2012

Hello again

I also wanted to let Cycling Campaign members know the 
following progress concerning vegetation affecting cycle paths, 
as you can see the action depends on the land ownerships and 
responsible service areas 

1) Riverside path from (St Crispin's Road to New Mills Yard)
I requested that trees and bushes overhanging the shared use 
foot/cycle path be cut back and lopped. 
This is being completed today and should widen the available 
path considerably.
Our Green Spaces team have now included this in their annual 
maintenance programme which will help keep vegetation under 
control

2) Dolphin Path (from Marriots Way to Drayton Road)
Overgrown brambles have been trimmed by the Green Spaces 
team and the full width of the shared use foot/cycle path has 
been restored

3) Marriots Way (Barn Road roundabout to Dolphin Path)
As this section is still considered a county trail, it is not yet within 
city council ownership or management. 
I have contacted the trails officer Andy Williams to request trees 
and bushes are cut back.

4) Barn Road roundabout
I have requested our highways team to cut back overhanging 
trees near to the roundabout, this is awaiting action

Happy cycling! 

regards
Kieran

Meanwhile, at a so-called ‘cycle store’ in Norwich...

...could this be some of 
the most pathetic and 
archaic cycle parking 
infrastructure at any 

retail outlet in the city?
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This time, we travel with 
Virginia to Austria

If you have time on the way 
back, go along the Romantische 
Strasse in Germany, which is a 
series of mediaeval towns, 
beautifully preserved.

In Vienna there are many 
different cycle stands, including 
this one near the Belvedere Palace.

Many pavements in the capital have a well-
delineated cycle path on a busy Viennese 
street, making it safe to cycle in this busy city.

Another dual-purpose pavement. .

A group of 'oldies' out for a ride, with 
an alcoholic refreshment stop.

There are so many cycle paths 
through the vineyards, from which 
there are vistas stretching for miles.

And the grapes were ripe, 
and so sweet at the end of 
September

The wine-growing area of Burgenland, 
east of Vienna on the borders of 
Hungary; in the distance is Lake Neusiedl 
and beyond, Hungary. This lake is partly 
in Hungary and partly in Austria.

Just in case you don't realise you 
are in a wine-growing area!

A wheelbender south of Graz, 
Austria, but such an interesting one.

Nearby was an 
ad for a cycle 

taxi; if you 
want to go on 

holiday and 
take your 
bikes, but 

don't want to 
drive your own 

car, why not 
rent this taxi

Squeezing cycle 
stands in, in a narrow 

street in the 
beautiful old town of 

Weikersheim, along 
the Romantische 

Strasse in Germany

The narrow 
cobbled streets 
of Rothenburg 
ob der Tauber 
may not be 
comfortable for 
cyclists, but the 
lack of vehicles 
make for 
pleasant cycling.

This is a cycle stand at Yu 
Ying bi-lingual (English/
Chinese) Federal elementary 
school in Washington DC. 
This stand can be used for 
other modes of transport!!

.. and now, Virginia’s sending us a cycle parking picture from the USA!

If you want to cycle a little further afield, why not go to eastern 
Austria? The terrain of the countryside is like Norfolk, sometimes flat, 
undulating at other times, with big skies. But before discovering 
Burgenland, you could spend a few days cycling around Vienna.



Website: www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         
Newsgroup: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/norwichcycling/             Email: info.norwichcyclingcampaign@gmail.com

Chairman: Rotating chair for each meeting
Treasurer & Membership Secretary: Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Consultations Officer: John Elbro (in an advisory capacity, j.elbro@lineone.net)
Webpage Editor: Oliver Stretton-Downes (ollystrettondownes@gmail.com)
Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
Other committee members: Phyll Hardie, Tony Clarke, Virginia Greasley, Jeff Jordan
Minute Taker Margaret Todd
Hon. Auditor Rachel Mold
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members’ meetings normally take place monthly on the third Monday (not for Jan 2013). 

       Forthcoming meetings:  14 January, 18 February, 18 March  at the
Coffee bar, Princes Street United Reform Church, Norwich, NR3 1AZ. 

!! Deadline for material for Spring newsletter: 1st March 2013 !!  Please contribute something and make your mark!

Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts and Who’s Who 

…to cheer us up in these rather dark days…

It’s CTC’s vision for an urban area admittedly bigger 
than Norwich, incorporating the following elements:

Who goes there - no way through for bikes on Marriott’s Way

The ‘green’ route on 
Norwich Cycle Map, regularly blocked 
at St Faith’s Lane in the city centre

Architect’s impression of the proposed NRP centre at UEA – intended 
to be the UK’s greenest building.  So spot all the cycle parking….

long distance cycle path, cycle/pedestrian bridge, urban main road, cycle friendly town centre, 20 mph scheme, 
freight delivered by bike, good local bike shop, school, workplace, railway station with cycle hub, train company 
with good cycle carriage, bike share, cycle training, social enterprise (recycling, promotional work), leadership


